Build your MSSP with FortiSIEM®
FortiSIEM for MSSPs allows you to build your business while aligning revenue with costs

Accelerate your MSSP offerings with Pay-As-You-“Grow” Licensing from Fortinet. FortiSIEM Consumption Licensing starts with an annual Program Fee that provides a FortiSIEM-MSSP license. This license allows you to onboard customers and be billed only for what you use.

FortiSIEM Key Features for MSSPs
- Native multi-tenancy allows you to manage thousands of tenants
- With unmatched vertical and horizontal scalability and an option for Elasticsearch, your business can grow seamlessly
- The built-in Ticketing system is a cost-effective alternative to expensive external options
- Deploy using the hypervisor of your choice (VMware ESX, Microsoft Hyper-V, or KVM) or in a public cloud (AWS or Azure)
- Maintain SLAs with automated fail-over/disaster recovery capabilities.

FortiSIEM Key Features for your End Customers
- Correlation of security events and device availability catch security incidents earlier than traditional log-only tools
- Embedded CMDB provides an up-to-date inventory of customer assets
- Device health and availability monitoring eliminates the need for a separate tool
- Business Services monitors end-user experience by monitoring assets that are used to deliver that business application
- Advanced Agents for Windows & Linux provide additional capabilities including file integrity monitoring and registry change notification (Windows only)
- Please see the FortiSIEM datasheet for a complete list of features.

Highlights
- **Low cost of entry:** Minimal up-front investment means you grow at your pace, while keeping costs aligned with revenue.
- **Predictable Costs:** Billing is based on managed devices, so there is no need to account for unknown EPS or ingest rates. Since devices can be added and removed at any time, there are no complex license processes to burden your business.
- **All-Inclusive Licensing:** Fortinet’s Indicators Of Compromise (IOC) Service is included to protect your customers using the most current threat intelligence. Optional Advanced Agents for Windows & Linux provide additional monitoring capabilities. To simplify billing, maintenance and support is included with every license.
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FortiSIEM Consumption Program Logistics
- You must be enrolled in the Fortinet Partner Program as an MSSP partner
- Purchase the MSSP Program Fee on an annual basis to enroll and remain in the program
- Billing is done by select Fortinet Distributors (please email mssp@fortinet.com to check availability)
- FortiSIEM generates and distributes a monthly report of Device usage to your Fortinet Distributor, Fortinet, as well as designated Partner contacts.

ORDER INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>SKU</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FortiSIEM MSSP Consumption Licensing</td>
<td>MSSP-FSM-Program-Fee FC-10-FSMUL-946-02-12</td>
<td>FortiSIEM Annual MSSP program fee for monthly utilization and billing.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>